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Eastern ·State News
"Tell the Truth and Don'( Be Afraid"
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE
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of

was

Phi

Beta

week. She will be in

in that offiee May 17, along

the other
Jnglish

new officers.
major

from

, Miss Biedenback
o! the English and

New

is a mem
Art clubs

is �tive in WAA. She suc
lirothy Hoy, who will grad
Uiis year. Miss Hoy will as-

Monier, LaRose Head Council Elects
Jr. Marshalls, Aides , Jim. Gindler
To Top Office
and Aides last Friday, and there
fore earn the distinctive title of
head Aide and head Marshall re
spectively.
There were six Marshalls elect
ed from the junior men and six
Aides

elected

from

the

junior

the procession at the commence
ment exercises, June 4.
Marshalls other than. Monier
elected were Bob Drblet, Bob In
yart, Don Musselman, Allan Cor
bin, and Altys Daniels.
Aides elected to Mrs. LaRose's
supporting cast were Marguerite
Rhodes, Elenore Moberley, Ariel
Bowman, and Jean Ashby.
A tie exists for the sixth Aide.

Mrs. Buzzard Hospitalized
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,May Shepard is the new
'.ibnl to
succeed
Anne
Mil Shepard, a sopb.omore
.ucation
major
from
s
secretary
of
Phi
Pi, business
fraternity,
a htemb er of the Business

reshman,

June Strader,
place Miss Shepard as
nding secretary
for
uing year. Miss Stra·
English
major
from
>ro is a member of the
club.

ice of Phi Beta treas
l le· filled by Jeanette Mita lunior home
economics
lrom Kansas. She is vice
!.'. of the Home Economics
d teplaces retiring Treas
h Longbons.
Jlarth suc�eeds
Helen
as .recording
secretary.
h is from Cisne and is
She is a mem
chorus,
and

!

llaker, freshman from
was elected so·
irman. A music major,
laker is a member of
d and chorus and is
in WAA.
:ton,

huncil member for Phi
t year will b. e Darlene
>homore business edu
r from Sumner. She is
of the Business club.

After Fall in Carbondale
MRS.

ROBERT G.

fered shock and

�zzard sufseverely

in

ter M. S;ruggs, acting
department

Wne�s ·of Dr. Charles
·r,

aerved. as

chairman

1bined zoo!f gy, bacteri111edimal section
at the
·
leeting.

D. Black, zoology pro
a paper on "Changing
ation as an Index to
end Soil Erosion."
OLA COMPANY BY
'TLING CO.

>ner was to present a
•viposition and Egg
in a Depliacid Mega
.1i," but because of his
llnable to appear.

WHAT HAPPENS to a slightly subnormal American family
that has been living on the income from stocks invested

JIM GINDLER was elected presi

on margin after the crash of '29 is the theme of "Three

dent of the Student Council at

Cornered Moon," Easterri's spring play to be presented May

the last Council meeting. He re
places Bill Fitzgerald.
Gindler, a so

�omore

engineering student

from

High

land. He is a member of Kappa
Sigma Kappa fraternity. His term
of office is for the remainder of
this year and until the next elec
tion in the Spring of 1949.
Other officers elected were Max
Swinford, vice-president and Mary
DilOltkus, secretary-treasurer..
Swinford is

a sophomore

PE

major from Rosedale, Ind. He re
places Jack Sensintaffer.
Mary Dietkus is a junior music·
major

from

Georgetown.

She

is

a member of the Independent Lea
gue. J ahala Foote is the retiring
secretary-treasurer.

Grove Funeral Services
Conducted in Newton

left leg resulting from a fall at

FUNERAL SERVICES were con-

Carbondale, Sunday night, May
2. The accident was caused by
Mrs. Buzzard's missing a step in
an unlighted
corridor
at
the
Robers hotel in Carbondale.
At 2:00 p. m. Monday morning
Mrs. Buzzard was removed by
ambulance
to
Holden
hospital,
Carbondale. Mrs.
Buzzard
was
later taken to the Barnes Hospi
tal, St. Louis.
President Robert G. Buzzard re
ports that recovery is progressing
fairly well, but that Mrs. Buzzard
will be incapaciated for several
weeks.

ducted for Ross J.

qrove,

East

ern pre-dental student, at 2 p. m.
last Thursday at the Reese fun
eral home in Newton.
Ross died at the Veteran's hos
pital at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
at 2 p. m. Monday, May 3 after
undergoing an operation for brain
tumor. Services were in charge of
the Rev. Paul Stevens of Ridge-

'Eastern's

Miss Haycraft

Mr. Coleman
Do not go, my Love ____ Hageman
Love's Philosophy ______ Quilter
Captain Stratton's Fancy
---------------------- Taylor
Miranda -------------- Hageman

Zoologists Plan
Ozark Field Trip
THE LAKE of the Ozarks has
been selecte'1 as the objective
for the annual f oology field trip to
be made by 27 stud(!nts and faculty
May 13 to 16.
According to Dr. Walter
M.
Scruggs, who is in charge of the
trip, the group will bring back to
the campus zoology laboratory a
great variety of specimens. Snakes,
frogs, trantulas as large
as
a
man's hand, and possibly even a
ring-tailed hytemoke are among
the animals of interest which in
habit the Lake of the Ozarks area
and which will be collected.

LAST HI Hat dance of the seaIndependent

League, will be held in the Old
Aud from 8 to 11 p. m. tonight.
Gene Trimble, who will play for
t he dance, will give aspiring local
vocalists

an

opportunity to

with the band.

sing

Winning vocalist

will receive two tickets to the Will
Rogers theater. Those wiShing to
sing

w\th

the

orchestra

should

sign with the ticket taker before
9 p. m.
· Trimble

will

play

the

three

hours with no intermission.
A
coke bar will be set up so dancers
will not be without refreshments.
A spot is reserved
during
the
evening for requests.
No newcomer to Eastern's cam
pus, Trimble played for a previ
ous Hi Hat dance in April and
for the Fall Festival in November.
. Admission is 60 cents a person.
Tickets are on
sale under the
clock today.
Dr. and Mrs. Morrison Sharp
will chaperone
the
dance.
Dr.
Sharp is' faculty sponsor of ·the
League.

observed Mother's Day by set
ing up a $400 loan fund at Eastern
for

widowed

mothers

or

wives

whose husbands are incapacitated.
She is Miss Helen Stapp, whose

is as

Bois Epais --------------- Lully
Si mes vers avaient des
ailes ------------------ Hahn
JeuM fillette -------- Dalayrac

Dance Tonight
son, sponsored by

own

mother,

a

widow,

died

in

1944. In presenting the check to
President

Robert

G.

Buzzard,

Miss Stapp requested that the
money be called the Kate Bocker
Stapp Memorial fund.
Ross Groves

. loss

way. Interment was in the Dun
das cemetary.
Pallbearers were
Jack Crews,
Howard Riley, and Gene Gresham,
Eastern students, and Bob Hud
son, D. L. Huddleston,
and
Ik
Warren. Many friends and faculty
members from Eastern attended
the funeral.
Ross left school April 1 and en
tered the Olney sanitarium. From
there he was taken to Barnes hos
pital at St. Louis where doctors
discovered he had a malingnant
brain tumor. After being at Bar
nes for eight days he was trans
ferred to Jefferson Barracks Vet
eran's hospital. He died after be
ing there 10 days.
Ross was born at Olney June
3, 1926. He graduated with high
honors from the Newton commun
ity high school in 1944.
After
graduation he
enlisted
in
the
Navy. He enrolled at Eastern in
the fall of 1946.
Surviving are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Olin Grove of West Lib
erty, and his
maternal
grand
mother, Mrs. Orphia Lee of Gulf
port, Miss.
He was a member of Newton
post number 20 of the American
Legion and a member of the Ma
sonic order at Olney.

Ernest G.

Gabbard

and a hard-working cast at

A DECATUR high school teacher

·

Gitenerias ------------- Lecuona
Nocturne ------------- Pedreira
Impromptu ------------ Reinhold

director

Indee Hi Hat

For Widowed Mothers

COMBINED SENIOR voice . and
piano recital by
Mr.
Joseph
Coleman, Willow Hill, and Miss
Patricia Ann
Haycraft,
Carlin
ville will be presented tomorrow
at 8 p. m. in the Old Auditorium.

Mr. Coleman

are now being ironed out by

Alumna Starts Fund

Present Recitals

Donzelle fuggite ---·----- Cavalli
Cari mio ben ---------· Giordani
She Never Told Her Love
---------------------- Haydn
Where'er You Walk ____ Handel

Minor "rough spots" in the rapid-fire action and dialogue

Delores Shirley is chairman of
the decoration committee for the
dance.

Coleman, Haycraft.

Program for the recital
follows:

20-21 at 8 p. m. in the Health Education building.

is a pre

jured muscles and tendons of the

Mr. Coleman

'the zoology

For' Opening Thursday, May 20

ier received the largest vote in

women. · These students will lead

Beta Prexy

'Three Cornered Moon' Polished

JUANITA LARO SE and Bill Mon-

.the election for junior Marshalls
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. . CHARLESTON

.

The fund will be loaned, with
out interest, to women intending
to become teachers. The children
of these applying for use of the
loan must be under 18 years of
age.

Miss Stapp, an Eastern grad
uate in 1923, is author of a pro
gram of individual English
in
struction at Decatur high school.
The book, "Individual English,"
is used in other similar. programs.
An article describing these pro
grams will be published in the
May issue of the Eastern Alumnus.
Miss Stapp is secretary-treasurer
of the Macon county division of
the Alumni association.

nightly rehearsals.
Mary Belle Worrell is cast as
the

delightfully

ambiguous

Mrs.

Rimplegar; Dorothy Cooley plays

Elizabeth, the frank, only slightly
hysterical heroine.
Sole pillar of sanity and ma
turity
by

is

Tom·

Childers

Dr.

Stevens,

Rothchild.
is

the

acted
Vance

aesthetic,

with a capital "A," would-be
novelist,

infatuated

Elizabeth to

the

with

verge

of

planned suicide.
Brothers

of

the

family,

Ken

neth, Ed, and D ouglas are played
by F'oster Marlow, John Hamil
ton, and Paul Byers respectively.
Juanita
LaRose
is
cast
as
Kitty,
the
Brooklyn
flapper,
sometime girl friend of Harvard
accented law
student
Kenneth.
Mrs. LaRose took the part after
the withdrawal
of
Anna
Jean
Bates who was forced to drop out
because of the recent death of her
father.
Czechoslovakian maid Jennie is
played by
Virginia
Burmeister,
who has adopted a suitable accent
for the part.
"Three
Cornered
Moon"
written
by
Gertrude
Ton
konogy opened on Broadway
in the early "30s" starring
such
name
personalities as
Cecilia L o f t u s , R i c h a r d
Whorf, and
Brian Donlevy.
The
play
had
favorable
notices ip New York Times,
American; and World Tele
graph.
Fast
action,
frankness,
and
witty dialogue ·make "Three Cor
nered Moon" a comedy hit, and
hard work oy director and cast
have gone into its preparation for
presentation at Eastern.

Annual Iris Prom

.
Wednesday May 19
IRIS PROM, annual spring dance
sponsored by Men's Union, will
be held May 19 in the Old Aud.
Johnny Bruce and his Univer
sity of Illinois orchestra will pro
vide music for dancing and listen
ing from 9 to 12.
"The
Iris
Prom,
traditional
spring all school dance, has al
ways been one of the year's most
popular dances; no
one
should
miss it," a spokesman
for
the
Men's Union said.

Swing man

Syd Harris' Speech
On Air Tomorrow
SYDNEY

HARRIS'

1

e

cture

which caused both favorable and
unfavorable

comment

April

28

will . be broadcast tomorrow over
WLBH.

Students from the tower studio
recorded the speech as it was pre
sented by Mr: Harris. The com
plete speech will be broadcast so
that the ·listeners may hear arid
perhaps
analyze
Mr.
Harris's
comments.
The program will be aired at
2:30 on "Let's Go to College."

Johnny Bruce
. . . here for hop

Wednesday, May
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'Smoke Smoke Smoke'

Hot Potato

Goulash

Insists Puffing Fiend

Congress Sidestepping UM T

Columnists Pen Fitting Tribut

By Vera Hutchings
THE RATHER popular process of
smoking_._for most people----con
sists of taking a cigaret from the
pack, lighting the cigaret with
match or lighter, then comforta
bly inhaling with obvious enjoy
ment. For me, all is a blunder
from beginning to end.

G

CON RESS, WHICH is predominantly Republican, is handling the UMT proposition like a hot potato. Knowing that
a vote for this measure is political suicide during election year,
it is pushing the 70-group Air Force plan as a substitute,
since most voters evidently feel that a defense measure of
some sort is needed this year. All this despite the facts that
it will cost billions to build 70 air groups, and that these
politicians pledged themselves to economy when they were
elected.
This larger Air Force isn't going to do our attempts at
Western Union much good, either. The nations of Western
Europe would probably think much more of our efforts to
stop Soviet expansion if we were training infantrymen to de
liver in Europe in large enough numbers to have some effect.
Instead, we seem to be starting to build an Air Force that
would liberate Western Europe again about 1960 or so, after
the Russians had occupied it a few years.

To Revolutionary Figure in P
By Cosmo and Gaston

WHO IS Harold W. Kallenbach? What is he? What i
quality makes him what he is? These are the t

uppermost in the .minds of his devoted students and nu

Either I forget and tear the
the
cellophane all the way off
package or else do not even tear
an opening to shake out the preci
ous nicotine rolls inside, but must
pass a layer of cellophane and
tinfoil to reach the weeds.

admirers, for H. W. is truly rare.
Although some people may think they know hi

actually they know only his superficial personality. Th
to pierce his outer s

·

It's a safe guess to say that these countries would
rather have protection now than another liberation, complete
with bc;imbs, at some unpredictable future date.
·

Free Publicity

SENATOR GLEN TAYLOR, Henry Wallace's running mate,
made a bid for the Negro vote in Birmingham recently.
Taylor tried to force his way into a Negro youth meeting
through the Negro entrance.
He assaulted a police officer who tried to keep him out
in performance of his duty. Performance of his duty, because
regardless of the unfairness of the segregation law, the fact
remains that it is a law in Alabama.
The Senator was well aware of this, but by using force
he was charged with assault and breach of peace resulting in
a $50 fine, a six months' suspended sentence, and banner head
lines.
This is exactly what Taylor wanted. Now he hopes to
appear before the Negro voters as a champion of the race by
virtue of an unethical stunt to promote a publicity campaign
for him and his boss, Henry Wallace.

Unfair to Working Class

WE ARE seldom brought to consider how much injustice·
there is in educational inequality. During the last cen
tury, a period in w!J.ich it was almost impossible for boys of
the working class to make their way to college or university,
regardless of their native ability, those from homes with
substantial financial resources were admitted without hav
ing been exposed to anything more difficult than an ele
mentary school ex�mination.
This is not only inequality, but it is a pure and simple
By Dean A. Ambrose, 0. D.
path of injustice.
THERE IS more than one kind
Today, after a second world war, it is natural that we
of seeing. In considering the dif
deem greater than ever the need for equality. An equality,
ferent phases of the reading prob
lem, we find some children who
however, that must be watched closely and not given the
have a near point seeing problem
power that will land us back in the lap of the same inequality
as well as a distance seeing prob
we knew in the past.
responds
individual
The
lem.
In attaining success we must realize the limitations in
readily to correction by a dualvolved in achieving equality in education, or we will soon
. focus lens.
be exposed to disappointment for which we are not prepared.
A · dual-focus
commonly
lens,
We must see and .understand the danger in saying that
upper
the
called a bifocal, has
things are equal that are really farthest from equal. We
portion made to one prescription
cannot, even in the interest of democracy, say that things
and the lower portion to another.
'are equal that are not the same.
firmly
so
Many people have it
older
only
fixed in their minds
There are numerous dangers that hinder our aim to
people wear bifocals that they ex
create a democratic culture. One is <livision, created by privi
press suspicion w�en the vision
lege that creates jealousies, tensions, suspicions, and in
dual-focus
specialist prescribes
justices. We must hurdle differences of occupation and class
lenses for children, but we need
by a common sympathy that will draw the country closer
to understand the purpose of a
together-get all to work as a unit.
two-focused lens and to know that
Plato once asked, "Do not the worst evils in a state arise
there is more than one kind of
seeing.
�rom anything that tends to tear it asunder and destroy its
unity? Is anything better than whatever tends to bind it to
First, let us define seeing. See
the
ing is the interpretation by
gether and make it one?"
brain of the signals sent by the
· Education is the best means for gaining a solid base, and
eyes in the form of images. The
an ideal should be to aim to reach out and achieve by doing the
images are interpreted in the light
best that our ability permits, knowing that greatness lies
of past experiences. We literally
in excellence of achievement.
learn to see just as we learn to

·

You said love can be turned on and
off,
This my Darling is not true you
see,
For I've tried to turn my love for
you off,
But LOVE will not hear my plea.
•

When
You'll
You'll
Much

WEDNE SDAY, MAY 12, 1948
ton,

Illinois.

Su�crlptlons.

eta.a•
matter November 8, 191G, at
the Post Ottlce at Charle11ton, Illinois, u de
or Marctr 3, 1879.
Entered

as
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I go away,
probably find another;
probably find another boy,
nicer, mure honest than me.

But remember this my Darling,
Never on this earth you'll find,
A boy who thinks more of you,
Or a love as strong as mine.
You'll find another, Dear,
Of that I have no doubt,
But you'll never find another boy,
Who loves you as much I.

·

Published weekly on Wednesday throughout the school year, ezceptlng
ho lidays, by the students of Eastern lllinols State College at Charles

Terrified at
plations these
selves: "What is H. W.
for today ? Will it be the
crab relays, the horrible
dles at double time, or
painful
cruciatingly
special. ( For clarification
of the aforementionedl
non-veteran male taking
PE. If the person you
comes panicky and hyste '
haps falling to the grou
ing will c.omfort him.)

Love comes from many happy
hours,
Spent doing what we like most,
Love also can be very sad and blue,
When the one you love, does not
love you.

·

Eastern State News

·

Love comes from befog together,
It comes from being near,
Love comes from tender feelings,
It comes from a little tear.

To Insure Good Vision

. walk. As we gain in visual experi
ence the brain can classify more
visual images.
Children learn the symbols
of reading and from their
knowledge of symbols comes
their power to interpret the
printed page. They do all this
at 14 or 16 inches, do it for
long hours at a time, and do
it for all the years of their
life. Isn't it important that
we accord this fact the im
portance due it? And do some
thing to insure the perfection
of performance of the eyes we
use?
We
habit-bound.
Humans are
learn the answer to something,
and all too frequently we forget
that science has changed a ·good
ly portion of the "answers" in
the last 60 years.
We were taught that if a child
saw clearly he was visually equip-

As PE victims see
H.
is
W.
affecti
inti
his
by
called
meandering pensively
the gym each day, they
fully wonder what dia
schemes and plans for
day's PE class lurk wi
dark alcoves of his fi
mind. The victims gro'f
and wan as they conte
that which H. W. may be
templating.

You said once, my Darling,
That our love could never be,
It n.early broke my heart, Dear,
For I still love you, you see.

Sight Test Not Enough

·

there lies the true H. W.
bach.

While I'm lying here doing nothing,
Just whiling away the· time,
I keep thinking of you, Darling,
And wishing that you were mine.

Ah, what heaven is the puff ( a
dear friend informed m e that I
puff, not inhale). My arm waves
away from my mouth to rest on a
chair arm if one i� near by. If the
chair back is high, a person see
ing only the effect of waving arm
would
direction
in the smoke's
swear smoke signals were coming
into use.
The hand holding the cig
aret falls to the chair arm,
and I suddenly realize that in
the plunge downward ashes
accumulated on the tip of the
fag have been knocked to the
floor instead of into the ash
tray.
"Lady, if you must smoke
learn how ! " This is a piece of of
ten-heard advice. But will I follow
it ? No, the world must bear the
sight of a puffing female.

Educational Inequality

his innermo'st thoug

By H�rb Allen

An advantage of book matches
is that they will slip neatly be
the
and
tween the cellophane
cigaret package, but if there is a
technique for lighting one match
on the first strike I have not yet
learned it. Two or three matches
wasted and with luck the . cigaret
is lighted.

Taylor Bids for Negro Vote

savoir faire and pene

poem on love

Out comes a cigaret. Oh
heck, I dropped it. Floor isn't
too dirty, so I might as well
light the thing. A lighter is
not one of the objects I carry
with me so the Battle of the
Matches begins. Matches, to
me, mean the book matches
that advertise such things as
the Court House cafe, Effing
Hose from
ham, or Ladies'
the Neumode, Mattoon.

·

ped for school. In the olden days
when school books were the proper
ty of the teacher, and he imparted
his knowledge by the way of the
a
was
probably
blackboard it
a
in
workable answer, at least
majority of cases. Unfortunately·
we still use the out-dated distance
criterion to pronounce the chil
dren visually ready to read, but
we use modern methods of teaching.
(too
children
our
Thus,
many of them) are becoming
they
that
so short-sighted
hold their books nearer and
They
eyes.
nearer to · their
have formed a defense habit
of reading close and a great
group of pseudo- myopses are·
.books
looking
at
their
thicker
and
thick
through
lenses. Dual-focus lenses are
con
help
ideally suited to
control shortsightedness.
When a nearsighted child has
undergone the old fashioned rou
tine year after year until he is
wearing a heavy and strong pre
scription, in many cases the use
of a dual-focus lens will relieve
the progress of the myopia and
frequently some reduction in the
lens power needed at distance can
be effected.
largely
is
Functional myopia
caused by prolonged reading and
close work. It starts innocently
enough with the small child and
in order to maintain the dema ::d
of prolonged near-point concentra
tion the visual system gives up
some of the clearness of vision in
the distance. When nearsighted
lenses are provided, without the
of
correction
investigation and
the near-point fatigue, a vicious
cycle is started and the need for
stronger and stronger lenses is
created as the visual mechanism
strives to compensate for these
lenses at the reading distance.
Modern science has changed
has
it
and
many answers
changed the answer to a pro
effi
for
per measurement
cient vision. Many factors en
ter into seeing and so many
can undermine the
factors
effectiveness of seeing. Eyes
far.
compensate
adjust and
beyond the right and normal
·

·

But these victims have
tion,
nevertheless,
for
calisthenics H. W. co nd
jolly games as "Drop th
(played with a dirty
"Bull in the Ring," "F
all sorts of "tag" and
even "London Bridge."
These and many othl!I'
games and c o n t e st
strength, appropriate i
lege boys, bring the r
gether in a larger sense
just joining hands and
ing 'round imagin arr
poles. These games te
boys cooperation, bring
unity of thought, shut
mutual worries of a
day world, and above all
mote brotherly love in
different group.
H. W. is a l'evolutional'J
in the field of physical
all right. One of his moat
of deviations from routiit
his practice of making use
afternoon PE classes to c
balls when Eastern play&
at home. I wonder if the
dents will receive athletid
BoredDon Swango, ticket.
local flicker-house, sees
few movies. He has beco
connoisseur of Hollyw
ductions that he feels
ably direct or act in a pi
Sad to say though,. he
come warped. Instead of
ing movies for what they'
he has acquired the nastf
detecting flaws in them.
ever a western is bei�
you can depend on
ceive whether a six-sh
over its normal capac i
this same type of pie
constantly on his toes to
when the hero is chasiut
lain, they go by the same
boulder twice.
Swango is so conscien
this sort of thing that
slips his eye. In a jungl
noticed that a fly flo ati
in the head-man's po
the species diptranium
yet
found only in the
ting was in Malaya.
Thought for the day:
Where will you be
millennium f omes ?

SWllnd
�

·

·

U.S.,

to
way for them
They do not air their
until they have rea
acute stage, and the
apparatus has built
to compensate for
mands made upon th
A complete analf si
a sight test, for each
prevent many visual pr
add "A's" to the grade

G
It's Bi
Awa)

OBI
B

give:

twosome
AndE
iamokers.
of diffen
Camels s
TryC
T forThi
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Pem Hall Notes

University Professor.

Pemites Rejoice

ssifies College Students
1n

ASTLE,
1fessor A.

IND.- ( ACP)
Reid Winsey of
iversity has
recently
sification of students;
,fessor Winsey, "After 15
of aecturing in a typical
lberal 11rts college, one
an astonishing array of
ing types. Several weeks
'ter :$ delightful dinner of
t and pickles
they
all
to haunt me:

sure to drive
sane.

a
5s

what

The aeademic type-Proba

:inost ebjectional

of all. The
lttached to the spine on
and nods back .and forth
the entire lecture and the
and eyes utter continually,
'essor. Yes, professor.'

time, or
ha
Jainful
clarificatiot
nentioned, alk
iale taking

�

·

Chi Rho Initiates
'Shine' on Hell-Night
IT WAS Hell-nite last Wednesday
at the Chatterbox. Chi Rho fra
ternity

initiated

eight

pledges

there, and in the process numer
. ous bystanders profited.

Part of the initiates gave shines
to over .25 persons at a nominal
fee of one cent a shoe, and con
sistently included the stockings.
While
some
pledges
produced
glossy glows
on
shoe
leather,
others sold balloons adding a fes
tive note to the hazing.

lovey

always
.ouflage-He
an .armload of books to
l)ipress me, I guess. The
on to him, however, and
is always picking on
the moment he's sitting on
and trying to get some
t off his back.
: liqpular type-She had
.tlJiity pins this semes
e last, and spends her
r lwisting the ends of her
Air. This little stunt is

should

"11.The tardy
type--Always
·bursts intQ the room in the mid
dle of your most. important state
ment. Of course, J1er
seat
is
taken and the battle begins in.
earnest.''

dovey type-Must
l>gether for they are· ine as two Siamese twins.
and music, violets and
�ese two love birds are
in Marriage
and
the

e

girl

"10.
The
sexy
type-This
would-be campus queen just loves
the boys, all the boys, all the time.
She doesn't care what the other
girls think of her clothes, they're
just jealous.

e iegative type-All
you put me in this

right
class
.t try to teach me some011 would put me in the
1w. I can hear him uttering
'his lireath, 'F<>r gosh sakes
this over.'
,

college

"9. The clock watcher-I sup
pose she has wound her watch
three times already. She always
starts shuffling her feet and put
ting on her coat about 15 minutes
before the end of the class.

e playboy type-The morn

ISS.

every

wear, acts like every college girl
should act and talks like every col
lege girl should talk---c onstantly.
She's at it now.

type-- The aca
cesses hold no terrors
1ro of the gridiron. His
brothers have a com
'ile of my lecture notes and
.tions. It's a rare treat to
in class. So nice of him

finds him in class in his
shoes on the wrong
.e drops his pipe but never
:overs it. I hand it to him

any instructor in

"8. The wholesome type-Wears

1'1'he athletic

.tes

As Snake Departs

The faces of the shine-boys were
with
appropriately
darkened
burnt cork to add realism to. their
work. Placards, advertising their
occupation, were hung about the
pledges
necks
and
customers
quickly responded. The last shoe
was finally polished at 10 :30 p. m.
Pledges who partiCipated in the
affair were James Dukas, Jack
Wharton, William Wamsley, John
Bell, Arthur Stough, John Busher,
Phil Settle, and Jack Pritts.

SIGN· OUT sheets at the Hall have
been extremely unusual lately.
Angela Kirnbauer signed out for
the show one night, "Gone with
the wind-will return at 12 mid
night.''
Marianne Bower,
Mrs.
Loren
Doyle, that is, eloped last week
end to get married at Henderson,
Ky. It nakes you feel as though
;
you're seeing double to see Doyle
on the sign out sheet escorted by
Doyle.
One snake, a baby water
moccasin, visited third floor
in a can one day about 2
p. m. But four or five hours
later the snake had vacated to
find cozier quarters-namely,
an envelope. Believe me, he
was soon moved out of the
hall as an undesirable charac
ter.

To speak of something pleasant,
a sparkly diamond ring was placed
on Libby Harrington's finger last
week and Gloria Schneiter was
pinned, too.
What with only 22 more school
ing days left before vacation·
things are really popping around
the Hall. Your best buddy is the
person with that fatal ability to
state just how nice the weather
is, and just how nice it is to be in
school in such nice weather.
Life rolls along in the same
smooth manner, and all of us
here seem to be enjoying it.
Everyone seems to have mi
grated to the front rooms of
late:
Seems
passing
the
parade holds quite a bit of
interest for quite a few peo
ple.
The Pem Hall queens have been
warming up their team across
the street and claim they
are
ready to take on any baseball
team that would dare to challenge
them.
Shirley Alexander buzzed down
to MacMurray not so' long ago
and says she sure had a wonderful
time. Charming
company
while
traveling, maybe?
There are so many big doings
going on
lately that everyone
grabs at an opportunity to catch

Eastern High Students

Radio Department

Take Academy Honors

Diverts ·Mai or Crisis

NEARLY THIRTY Eastern State

RECORDING A program in Mat. toon and running two recorded
programs simultaneously is all in
a day's work as was proved by
members of the tower studios last
Thursday.

high school students won awards
last Friday at the forty-first an
nual meeting of the Illinois State
Academy

Dr. Elbert R. Moses, Jr. was
guest speaker at the gold. star
Mothers' Day Lion club luncheon
in Mattoon. Leland R. Jones took
along the recording equipment and
taped the speech for presentation
over WLBH at 3:15 that after
noon.

at

Benton,

�

members of two science clubs at
Eastern under the sponsorship of
Mrs. Mary Creagar and Arnold
Hoffman, high school science in
structors.
Mary Bowlin won an outstand
ing award in general science and
the following other members of
Mrs. Creager's group won firsts:
Margery Edwards, Phyllis Phipps,
Phyllis Rimerman, Henson Smith,
Beth Hoffman, Wayne Cole, and
Dan Coleman. Miss Bowlin also
won a first place award.
Seconds were won by Steve Sen
teney and Ralph Edwards' exhi
bit, by Jack Adams and Gerald
Morris, by Kathleen Driscoll and
Marilyn Tanner, and by Dave
Swickard.
Jim
Robinson
with
Gene
Hamilton,
and
Henson
Smith with an individual exhibit
won third.
In Mr. Hoffman's group, Dwight
Bickel, Mona Ray Tanner,
and
Bob Zeigel W'on firsts. Bill Ren
nels, Herbert Iknayan, Richard
Dickerson, Marilyn Clark, and
Zella Leitch won seconds.

World Federalists Air

\YLBH

A DRAMATIC skit
and
round
table discussion was preserlted
by Eastern's World Federalists
over WLBH from the tower studio
Tuesday, May 4. Jean Knauber
wrote and directed the skit.
Those who took part in the skit
\Vere Tom Rothchild, Don Mussel
man, Joyce Jones, and John Se
crest. Those who participated in
Forrest
-the
discussion
were
Suycott, Robert Zimmerman, Tom
Rothchild, and Mr. Lee C. Crook,
sponsor of the organization.
a little shut-eye as if it were pure
gold-and it is.
I feel one of those opportuni
ties approaching now. See you.

Science

demy section, the e students are

Racing back from the meeting,
Dr. Moses and Jonsey made it to
the studios just in time to put on
the recorded program featuring
the St. Elmo high school band over
the "Let's go to College" hookup.
At the same time, they spun
the recording
of
Syd
Harris'
speech which was heard by T. C.
students assembled in the O'ld
Auditorium.
Making matters worse, the tape
unexpectedly·
slowed
recorder
down and besides having two pro
grams on at the same time, the
harried technicians had to operate
the recorder by hand.
Final blow came when the band
program came
out
short.
Dr.
Moses ad libed for five minutes
while Jonsey made sure that Syd
Harris was still being heard in
the auditorium .

Original Skit on

of

Ill. Exhibiting at the Junior Aca

The Benton meeting featured
350 exhibits from high schools all
over the state. It was the largest
state meeting since
the
Junior
Academy became active about ten
years ago, and between 600 and
700 high school students were
there.
Mrs. Creager, who has been an
officer in· the Junior Academy for
many years, served as area rep
resentative this year.

Newman Club, Guests
Attend Annual Picnic
NEWMAN CI.UB and guests go
. to its annual ·picnic today, 5:30.
p. m. at Fox Ridge park.
Miss
Angela
deGayne,
Miss
Betty Farians, and Father Moriar
ty will be guests of the 50 club
members.

Greatliine-Great RrCORD
It's B�b Eberly's waxing of 11You Can't Run
Away From Love.11- Decca Record Release

[)OB EBERLY, the romantic ballad singer
,D gives some old but good a�vice to cuddlesome
,

:ingo, ticket
er-house, sees
1. He has bec o
r of H ollyw
;hat he feels
l or act in a pi'
say though,, he
·ped. Inst ead ofl
>for what they'·
:iuired the nastJ'
flaws in the
vestern is bei·
,epend on s�
:ther a six-sh
normal cap aci'
e type of pi
y on his toe s
I her o is cha si
'f go by the sa

;wice. ·
·o is so con scien·
t of thing tha1
eye. In a jungl1
that a fly floati
head-man's po
ies diptraniu?t s
1ly in the U.S., y1
s in Ma lay a.
l for the day :
e will you be
ium f om es?
for them .
do not air
they hav e re
i
stage, and
ratus has built
for
:>mpensate
ds made upon th
omplete anal/si
it test, for each
1t many visual p
A.'s" to the grade

ltosomes on this click-disc.

for
okers. As Bob sings it, "I've tried a lot
of different brands of cigarettes-but
els suit me best."
Try Camels on your "T-Zone"-T _for Taste
1rThroat. See for yourself why, with Bob Eberly
countless other smokers who have tried and
And Bob has another good word

. . •

�
.rMf'·. .i;

compared, Camels are the
"
"choice of e
xperience.

111-MQ;\ . . } · ·..·· . ·
· · . ·>. .
·
.
- ..Mfji
•

CAMfLS

the choice
of experience
wrtli me!

are

B. J. Reroolds Tobacco Co.
Winston·S..lem, N. C.

�re peflp� are, s�· CA/tielS tlta� &1er before,!
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Alumni Association Eastern Tops In
Plans Jubilee Project
Faculty Ratings

Chemistry Staff Attends ACA
Annual Convention 1n Chicago
THREE OF, Eastern's chemistry
professors joined the thousands
of members
of
the
American
Chemical association in their 113th meeting at Chicago, Ill. The
convention, which began April 19
and ended April 23, was held in at
least four
of
Chicago's
larger
hotels, and more than 3,000 chem
ists registered on the first morn
ing of the meeting.

Four Faculty Members
At Bloomington Confo
MR. JAMES
Holley,

Dr.

Giffin,

Mr.

Stanley

Bert

Robinson,

and Dr. Earl S. Dickerson attend
ed an area conference in business

education at

Bloomington

high

school Saturday, May 1.

Dr. Harris E. Phipps, head of
Eastern's chemistry
department,
attended the first three days of
the convention; Dr.
Melvin
O.
Foreman and Dr. Steele attended
the last three.
Because
of
the
number
of
symposiums, demonstrations and
field trips, each faculty m mber

The conference was sponsored
by the state department of voca
tional education. The purpose of
the meeting was to bring the busi
ness teachers and representative
businessmen together to discuss
problems concerning the field of
retailing, office and clerical oc
cupations.

�

Sixty teachers from 11
in Illinois attended the
This type of meeting
throughout the state and
second in the series.

Finds

counties
meeting.
is
held
was the

William, Mrs. Tate Visit
Former Eastern Student
BILL TATE, Mattoon junior, and

Mrs. Tate drove to Ann Arbor
Mich., last week-end to vistt Mr
and Mrs. Frank Nagy and family.
Mr. Nagy is a former Eastern
commerce major who
left here
last summer to enroll at the Uni
versity of. Michigan.

'.

The Nagys live at Willow Run
Mio ., in the enormous housin
proJect formerly occupied by war
workers in the Willow Run bomb
er plant. A part of this housing
has been taken over by university
students, and is quite similar to
Eastern's Trailerville and bar
racks housing: It is located· about
12 miles from the campus.

�

�

Dr. Harris E. Phipps
. . . El courses good
chose to attend those
meetings
that he felt most important to his
particular field of chemistry.
This is the first of a series of
articles giving the highlights of
those meetings.
THE HIGH point of the convention for Dr. Phipps was the
Tuesday "Symposium of the Con
tent of the Beginning Course in
Quantitative Analysis."
At this meeting many of the
outstanding men in the teaching
field were present along with
many industrial analytical chem
ists, and discussion was directed
toward the present
content of
quantitative analysis courses as
compared to the requirements de
sired by industry.
Dr. Phipps said that East
ern's Chemistry 234b and 235,
if compared on content with a
summary of that
morning's
discussion, would rate very
high.
Some colleges are changing the
series of chemistry courses rather
Clapp,
Leallyn
drastically. Dr.
E astern class of '34, of Brown
university, presented a paper on
with
that college's· experiments
teaching chemistry majors.
There the. first year's curricu
study of the
lum includes the
chemical reactions of a very few
elements, one of the main ones of
which is carbon. This means that
much of the material now taught
chemistry
organic
regular
in
courses is taken up in the fresh
man year. During the second year
in
courses
one-semester
three

A DECISION to raise money for
a· Golden Jubilee project was
reached at a meeting of Alumni
association officials and Eastern
State club representatives F:riday
evening at Eastern. The recipient
of the Livingston C. Lord scholarship, awarded annually to a leading junior student, was also named
but will not be announced until
Commencement June
4. Alumni
Day will also be observed on June
4. .

gested a resolution of commendation to the college administration.
Eastern ranks at the very top
among teachers colleges of the
nation in faculty preparation and
very high in enrollment, library,
and conditions of faculty service.
This is true despite a rating very
little above average in financial
support.
' ives director StanAlumni ser
ley Elam was authorized to prepare changes in the Association
constitution which will bring it
into closer cooperation ·with the
Associated Eastern State clubs.
Those present were Carrie Jordan Hanuell, Clarence Taylor, and
Hoyt Coverstone of Decatur; Denson Sprouse, Logan Fearn, and
Dale Wingler
of
Montgomery
county; Harold Maris of Champaign ; Arthur Forster of Paris;
Rob�rta Musgrave of Robinson ;
Lucille Grabbe of Dieterich ; Jim
Hanks of Charleston; Mr. Lane
and Mr. Elam.
Music was provided by John
and Marjorie Swickard of East
ern State -high.

IA, Home Ee Picnic

chemistry
are
required
which
vrould include elementary physical
�hemistry and much that is given
m the usual analytical and inor
ganic courses.

·

President Ray Lane, '39, now
superintendent
of
schools
at
Toledo, Ill., was in charge of the
meeting. He first explained the
rating of. Eastern given by the
American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education and sug-

INDUSTRIAL ARTS and Home
Economics clubs are sponsoring
a picnic at Fox Ridge tomorrow
evening.
Anyone wishing to attend should
see Dr. Ralph Gallington in the
Practical Arts building today. A
charge of 30 cents a person is be
ing made to cover costs.

In the senior colleges at
Brown six to eight semesters'
work in advanced chemistry
would be
elected.
Students
taking this program would be
required to have passed a
rather
steep
high
school
chemistry course.

?

In the ratio of doctors to total
faculty, Eastern ranks in tpe top
mos bracket, the hundreth per
centile. The college also has more
faculty with 60 hours of study
beyond the master's degree than
98 of each 100 schools.

�

The rating shows further that
the conditions of faculty service
are more than adequate. For ex
ample, the student-teacher ratio
is better than 65 out of each hun
dred colleges for teacher educa
tion in America. This means that
at Eastern there are more faculty
members per student than is usual.
The teacher load is lower than
average, too, giving
the
staff

Always the
'
Perfe ct Gift

For casual and dress
dresses can be worn
Cotton, rayon, and shar
cool invitations to summ
Saucy little white s
becoming a favorite sum
gear.
When
vacation tima
everyone wants a pair of
sters for play shoes.
come in three typcs-C
Susy, and Hula.
In the summer skirt I'
urally, ballerina of ank1has a charm all its own.
.£or school wear, gaber
of white, aqua, powder blu
and grey have hit an all-t'
To add elegance to th
try the
. soft, summer
ers. Or to dress-up t
print blouses are bes�
Two-piece washable suilll
essential part of any w
Seersucker, rayon shan
cotton chambray are fav
the casual suit line.
Bare tops, full
skir
little waists are a pre
dress formula.
Wear 'e
bolero jackets 'for dress.
jacket off, and ypu have a
b!lck dress for play.

dil

�lot

member more
work .

from

RYAN'S

South Side Sq uare

VAN BELL
ELECTRIC

We extend an invita·

We Repair All Wheel

�

Former Eastern fac lty mem
bers present on registration day
were Dr. Coppock, now at Drake
university, and Mr. Rosenkranz of
the Drokett
cqmpany.
Former
students
present
besides
Dr.
Clapp were Richard Bidle and Carl
Cline.

tion

Goods
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Charleston National
The Best In
- ICE CREAM. AND CANDIES
*

PROFE SSIONAL C ARDS
DR. 0. E. HITE

DENTIST
l•'irst National Bank Bldg.
Office Hours,

OLDEST

9:00-4:30

Office Phone 350

AND

MAPLE HOTEL

MOST

SERVING DAILY

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBIDRRY BLDG.
Phones : Off. 808, Res. 1808

and

CHICKEN DINNERS
SPECIAL DINNERS PREPARED

By Reservation

SPECIAL
Cube Steak, French Fries, Salad $1
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8:30
HOME COOKING

Visual' Training
North Side of Sqq
Phones 325 and 340

DR. W. B. TIM

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank
Phones : O{f. 476; Rel.

MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.

CL UBS AND PARTIES

CLEANER S

Eyes Examined-Glas141

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

for

CHARLESTON

610 6th St.

!

SPORTING GOODS

Charleston's

Phone 404

ft

cO�paris?n with a similar
ra m� giv�n m
938 shows that
wartime dislocations and recent
.
expansion have not adversely af
fected the faculty. Although East
ern 'ranked better than 91 per
ce.nt of the nation's teachers col
_
leges m
faculty preparation in
1938, the record is even more re
mark able today. A weighted score
showed that Eastern's :faculty has
ad more formal graduate train
mg than faculties of 98 in each
10 0 schools today.

_
·

·

THE SUMMER
ceneshoes, hats, suits-; and
is white.
Yes,
summet
weather. Especially when
is a frosty white of w
or cxepe.

FISHING TACKLE

GREEN'S HOME MADE ICE CREAM

BYRON B. MILLER

.With the rating came accredita
,
tion
for another year. In eleven
other categories on which colleges
a;e j�dged
Eastern
was
also
.
significantly above average.

'The Newest· Th

WHEEL GOODS

Dr. Phipps felt that, although
the paper contained many inter
esting suggestions, such changes
would be
impractical
in
most
schools.

Try

RELIABLE

IN FACULTY preparation Easern Illinois State college ranks
at the very top among teachers
colleges of the nation, according to
a rating just received by President
Robert
G.
Buzzard
from
the
American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education.

Small White

PHONE 338

Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment

Office Hours, 1: 00 to

DR. C. E. DUNCAN, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Hours by Appoin
Office and Res. Pho

604% Sixth St.
Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 770 - 40 3

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted

803 Jackson St

!C'uous. '
11-ordere•
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il"erythir
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Headquarters

Hoy, Shield� Present
Joint Senior Recital
DOROTHY HOY,
soprano,
and
Maxine Shields,
pianist,
will
present their senior recitals next
Tuesday at 8 p. m. in the
Old
Auditorium.
Miss Hoy, voice
major
from
Sullivan, has played a prominent
part in campus music aCtivities
including band, Cecilians, a cap
ella choir, and mixed ensemble.
She is also president of Phi Beta.
She will be accompanied by ShirlE\Y Hildreth.
.
Mrs. Shields · of Kansas, recent
ly chosen as White Rose by SigMiss
ma
Tau,
accompanied
Ruth Longbons at her senior reci
tal. She is also a member of Phi
Beta. The program for the recital
is as follows:

scene- s
uits, and
summer
�uy when
;e of wm1 l,

Maintenance Building

. . . of working men

Tin Shed Houses · Equipment,
Working M aintenance M en

ge
1r

a1NTEN AN CE

lrge, but
1'he main

By W. A. Specht
building behind the Industrial Arts building is

practically unnoticed.

reason for this lack of attention is probably due to the

1.1's use. It is the headquarters for the maintenance departments
campus in tip-top shape, and it is_ used for storage.
passing to and·from the library look in the east end of the
laonset hut. That end houses
uipment. and office of the
Carpenter
� department. The equip
isn't there most of the time.
lege truck and the tractor
inevitable combination of
11towers are usually out of

Jeep the
Indents

,rage.

,pliances

an invita•
all Eastern
to take ad1f the servi°"
ed by this ind

ti

1maller rooms on the
floor, facing the Indus
Arts building, are the
arl (!rS of the electrical
paint departments. The
ll!T'� shop occupies a
space in the central
of the building.
west end is reserved for
at the present, although
:11epri n t.. of the building
it the Band room. Innumer
:ks, chairs, tables, and fil
'inets are neatly stacked
aiting repair, reuse, or

11\v

is about the whole
of the building. It

factual
is used

{Ii and repliir.
services that are ren
by the men who use
ilding for a headquar
conspicuous
are not
. They are not conspic
llecause they are expect'

1bly

the best compliment
bl!: given to such workers
•ternent that they are not
ll�. That fact indicates
'�11rcd, efficient service,
of America.
iting French official once
t isn't the fact that you
,., have so many .machines
esses me. It is the fact
,rytbing works.''

By Kappa Sigma Kappa ·

Held on South Campus

KAPPA SIGMA Kappa has pleciged five men who are now be
ing initiated. The pledges are Wil
liam Campbell, junior chemistry
major from
Oakland;
Clifford
Carter, sophomore physics major
frol)l Springfield; Richard Com
stock, sophomre pre-dental major
from Dietrich; Alan Dieter, indus
trial arts majo:r from
Youngs
town, Ohio; and Raymond ·Hall,
freshman pre-engineering major
from Dauphin, Pa.

MORE THAN 100 Greeks gathered on south campus last Wed
nesday for the Pan-Hellenic picnic.
Softball, the ever popular per
ennial, furnished most of the en
tertainment for the evening.
Marilyn Bagby and Pam Ames
were captains
of
the
softball
teams. Neither team won; some
one mentioned food and the game
was over.
Dean Lawson was a guest of the
group.

Storeroom

II
Organ Prelude in G Minor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Bach-Siloti
March Funebre from Sonata
in Bb Minor, Op. 35 · _ _ _ Chopin
Etude in C Minor, Opus 25,
No. 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chopin
Polonaise in A . Major Opus
40,
No. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - Chopin
·
Mrs. Shields
III
Loch Lomond
_ _ _ _ Traditional Scottish Song
Go 'Way from my Window
- - - � - - - - - !. _ _ _ John Jacob Niles
The Soldier
__ Kentucky Folk Song, arr. by
'
Davis
The Deaf Old Woman
Kentucky Folk Song, arr. by
Davis

v·

lii.feteria uses the upstairs
to store staples and pota-

Annual Pan-Hell Picnic

I
Dedication - - - - - - - - - - - � - - Frantz
Devotion -------------- Strauss
Impatience T - - - - - - - - - - - Schubert
Miss Hoy

IV
La plus que lente _ _ _ _ _ _ Debussy
La fille aux cheveux de lin
- -� - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Debussy
Sabre Qance _ _ _ _ _ _ · Khachaturian
Mrs. Shields

tta.irw:iy leads from the floor
garage to the loft of the
· tr where many maintenance
are stored, in addition
nltu.rl! for Campus City.

Five Neop hytes Pledged

The Unforeseen --------- Scott ·
Strictly Germ Proof _ _ _ _ _ Sacco
The Singing Girl of Shan
--------------------- Barnett
.Come, Love, With Me
Carnevali
Miss Hoy

Head Groundsman Monier

Maxwell No Longer ' Now Is the Hour'
Commuter-Doctor

For Home Ee Girls

ONE HUNDRED miles a dl;ly is a

WHAT THE welf dressed woman
wears will be modelled by the
girls of the home economics de
partment at assembly next week.
Using the theme "Now is the
Hour" the girls will model clothes
for all occasions; those worn dur
ing the activities of one day for
school, sport
events,
afternoon
tea, dinner, formal party,
and
"then to bed."

lot of commuting even though
you '1re the school physician, Dr.
Charles L. Maxwell admits.
Dr. Maxwell until last week has
been living in Terre Haute and
driving over and back every day.
After a valiant search he final
ly has found a residence in the
"friendly city" and no longer has
to drive from the Embarrass to
the Wabash daily.

Amperes, Volts

Ben H. Edman

In Garage

Gregg and Rennels

Cruise as Party Theme

EIGHT PLEDGES Were initiated

"THE CRUISE o f the Good Ship
343 of the Eastern Line" was
the theme of a banquet Monday
night for the members of Dr.
Howard DeF. Widger's extension
course in English
343,
contem
porary literature.
The dinner was held at the first
Methodist church in Mattoon. The
program was fashioned after a
cruise on a luxury liner.
Mrs.
Florence Herman was stewardess
and master of ceremonies.'
Entertainment was furnished by
members of the class. "Ports of
Call"
were
Edwin
Arlington
Robinson, the Rev. Donald Irwin;
John Masefield, Mrs. Gloria Ann
Mingus;
Sara
Teasdale,
Miss
Mary E. Matthius; Edna St. Vin
cent Millay, Mrs. Elizabeth
M.
Baker.
Approximately
50
persons,
members of the class, their guests,
husbands and wives, were present.
Dr. Widger was "The Skipper."

into Chi Rho fraternity at the
close of a banquet at El Rancho
celebrating the end of six week
�
of pledge duty.

Senior Pemites Honored
At Recognition Dinner

Electrician L. R. Foulke

Syd Harris Ponders
Eastern's Reception

. . . and stores

The clothing ensemble will in
clude school clothes, raip. wear,
sports clothes, clothes for street
and travel, afternoon wear, even
ing. wear, lounging clothes, and
"night' ' clothes.

Extension G roup Use

at work

Our lights work; our plumbing
functions; our walls are taste
fully painted; our furniture is
well repaired ; our lawns are mow
ed; we have
beautiful
flower
beds; our rooms are clean : the
fact that our campus is well kept
is due to the constant work of the
men in maintenance .
These men like their work,
and have many laughs that
never reach the ears of ·the .
general student body.
One tells of a student worker
who couldn't open a combination
lock on a soap barrel. After sev
eral tries at the combination, he
gave up in disgust, saying, "I'll
bet that they're afraid that some
one will slip in here some night
and steal enough soap
to wash
·
his hands."

. . . for eguipment

. SYDNEY J. HARRIS, in his column last Thursday, unleashed a
tirade against Arthur Koestler,
author. Harris was disappointed
in a lecture Koestler delivered re
cently at· Orchestra Hall.
Harris said that he had all of
Koestler's books, appreciated his
craftsmanship, agreed with many
of his views on politics and morality.
.
"I was prepared to like and ad
mire him," Harris said. "Instead,
I found an
arrogant,
graceless
creature, woefully inept befor.e an
audience, impatient with slower
minds than his, lacking the least
element of charm.''
"Come to think of it," Harris
said in the last paragraph of his
column, "I gave a lecture a few
days ago at a downstate college.
I wonder what impression they got
of me? On second thought, I
don't want to know!"

and sweat

Chi Rho Initiates
Eig ht New Brothers

The banquet began at 7 :30 p.
m. with Tom Danneberger, fra
ternity chaplain, giving the invo
cation. Following the dinner John
Myers, president,
welcomed the
new members and then turned the
program over to Charles Blakely,
pledge trainer of the fraternity,
and Don England.
Blakely lead the pledges in a
group of school songs and then a
brief initiation ritual took place.
At the close of the ceremony kach
pledge's big brother placed a fra
ternity pin on his little brother.
The new Chi Rhos are John Bell,
James Dukas, John Busher, Jack
Pritts, Phil Settle, Arthur Stough,
William Wamsley, and Jack Whar
ton.

SENIOR PEMITES will be honored at the traditional formal
senior recognition dinner at Pem
berton hall tonight.
Shirley Jones, outgoing presi
dent of the Hall, will disclose the
officers of 1948-49. Officers were
elected last Wednesday, but their
identity will not be known until
announced at the dinner tonight.
Graduating Pemites are Mary
Lowry, Effingham ; Dean Jenkins,
Wilma Winters, West York; Jane
English, Paris; Kathryn Osborn,
Sumner; Freda Roberts, Robinson;
Evelyn Sperry, Altamont; Violet
Schaub,
Effingham;
Madeline
Doyle,
Pana;
Marianne
Bower
Doyle, Bushton; and Mary Lou
Rowland, Robinson.
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Fe minine Feats

Armour Representative

Art Students

Looks For Employees

ARC H E RY RAN G E
MOVES AGA I N

TEMPORARY OR permanent employment

may · be

obtained

by

students at the Chicago plant of

THE ARCHERY range is still on
the

Local ' Fat Man' Clip
By Own · Good Int e nt

move. It started southeast

Armour and· Company, said E. J.

of the health education building, .

Waylen, Armour

moved to Seventh street then to

representative, when

the sunken gardens, and now back

Eastern May 6; Applicants need
not be union members, Mr. Waylen added.

to its original location.
Dandelions

are

most novel way
teacher that

you

the
of

Company
he

visited

·

latest

and

showing
really

The current work-day of the
plant consists of ten hours, seven
days a week. Time and a half is
paid for overtime, with double
time for Sunday.

a

didn't

mean to be a bad girl, aren't they,
Brandy ?

According to the above schedule,
a worker would begin at the wage
rate of $1.11 per hour and would
earn $99.90 per week of 90 hours.

One should never park one's
car in the middle of a mud
puddle when one has a form
al on, should one? Of course
there was
a gentleman
to
help, but he didn't know if he
was supposed to carry her,
throw his coat down or just
look at her. He just looked.
Mr. White looked very lonely
sitting by "pimself" at the ban
quet. He told everyone his wife
was beside him-in spirit. Serious
ly, we wish she could have been
with you.
If you want to see a powerful
wing watch Betty Nance doing the
softball throw.
Estimated
dis
tance-165 yards!
Finally it happened! Bernita
Shann has played in several bad
minton games and always it was
against one of the best players
in the class. On Friday she played
with her and won. Congratula
tions, Bernie!
Estalene M.eeker announced
that the next banquet will be
in pajamas and blue jeans.
Shoes and house slippers will
be worn for formality. If it
rains, housecoats will be in
order.
Pictures for the yearbook were
taken at the banquet. Just can't
wait to see the results !
The graduating PE majors are
Betty Monier and Norma Clark ;
the minors are Wilma Winters,
Mary
Schouten
and
Madeline
Doyle.
Congratulations
to
versatile
Mrs. Monier
on
receiving
the
honor award which . is given to the
outstanding senior W AA mem
ber. The. award is given on the
basis of scholarship, sportsman
ship, leadership, and outstanding
contributions to WAA. She must
have served on the council and
have been · a letter winner.
To win a sweater a girl must
have 20 credits, two which are
leadership as sport heads and com
mittee heads. This was the first
year for this award.
Girls �ho have never lost
a badminton
game
in
the
sophomore class tournaments
are Norma Carter, 'Ruth Hil
derbrand,
Helen
Matheney,
Jahala
Foote,
and
Almeta
Greathouse in the ten o'clock
class,
Sue
lwatate,
Betty
Rose and Ann Weiler in the
1 :00. The four o'clock's only
undefeated
champ
is
Mrs.
Stover, a guest in the class.
·

. . demonstrate portrait painting, sculpturing and free hand drawing.
Their WQrk is on exhibit in the Main hall this week.

Epsilon

members

tained at a tea

were

Sunday,

enter
May 2,

from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m. at the sor
ority chapter house,
Bouquets of spring flowers were
used to decorate the house.
and

white

snapdragons

Pink

and

tall

white candles were used as cent
terpiece on the serving table.
Refreshments of tea, cakes, as
crackers,
sorted
cheese-spread
covered nuts, and mints were serv
ed to some 70 mothers, sponsors,
and patronesses.

APPROXIMATELY
erans at

SIXTY

Eastern

are

Vet-

taking

trainin' under the provisions of
the
State
Military
Scholarship
program, reports the office of the
dean of men.
These scholarships pay the eli
gible student's registration, stu
dent activity, and
book
rental
fees at schools supported by the
State of Illinois.
The scholarships are especially
beneficial because a veteran is al
lowed to retain his GI rights dur
ing the time the Military scholar
ship is valid. These rights can
ultimately be applied to later
education.

er, and Anna Butler of the 10 :00,
1 :00, and 4 : 00 respectively. Anna
is high with an average of 35
points per end.

Additional information concern
ing the program may be obtained
at the office of the dean of men.

The following girls have passed
the pushup , tests
in
tumbling
classes:
Betty
Delanois,
Clara
Fanakos, Dellarose Dowler, Jean- 1
ne Palmer, Madonna
Wakefield,
Ann Wirt, and Nancy Worner.

GED Tests May 7, 8

The softball captains1 of the 1 :00
class are Frances Doak and Bon
ne Shidler; the 2 :00's are Pamela
Ames and Ellen Callahan.
During the week of May 8-15
ll
the telegraphic archery meet
be held. Probable shooters will lie
Mary Schouten, Jeanne Palmer,
Evon Land, Betty Delanois, and
Betty Frew.

Food
and
lodging
are being
furnished without cost to the em
ployee during the time the U.
P. W. A. ( C . I. 0.) members are
on strike. In the event that the
situation changes
the
company
will offer tlvertime
hours,
but
food and lodging will be at the
f
worker's expense.
Types of work offered are pro
duction line food processing, can
ned meats operations, warehous
ing and shipping, and mechanical
and construction work.
Additional information may be
obtained from I.
L.
McDougel,
Employment
Manager,
Armour
and Company, Union Stock Yards,
Chicago 9, Illinois.

B rown on Cam pus
WALTER V. BROWN, state di
rector of
veterans'
education
was on campus Wednesday.
Mr. Brown, also chairman of the
state program on veterans test
ing, conferred with Dr. Rudolph
D. Anfinson, dean of men and di
rector of veterans' services.

.

While resting in front of
Ko-op they were intriguet
and interested in a group of
strolling by. They were so
ested in the boys' welfart
they informed them that Ike
giving away ice cream con•
side. As proof of their sto rJI
strolled inside, ordered, and
back eating ice cream cones
they had not paid for. Yett

)

The boys strolled in, h
and hawed, and finally t.old
that they had come after f
cream cones. Ike took their
and pres�nted them
with
cones.
The catch came when Al
ordered a hamburger, and
charged him the small sum
cents.

CHS Students Hea r
Annual Chorus · Recital
MISS DOROTlIY Hoy,
and Mr. Lee C. Crook were
ured soloists at the annual c
recital · given at 3 p. m. Mon
Charleston high school. Misa
was accompanied by Miss
ley Hildreth at the piano.
"Go Way from m y Wi
-Niles
"The Soldier
-arranged by Davia
"Come Love with Me"
-Carnevoli
Members of the chorua
cipated in the . traditiona.1 r
recital for students of C.H.S.

iul was Ii:
uating seni<
The
gu
abeth K. L
organ, M
lorence M
ans, Miss D
ifred Bally
"ott.

a
f

va "Kibler
inl{ "The W
ram. Mr. A
en I Have
Little
Gy:

MUCN

..SGMETHIH8 MORE TH
J UST A BOTILE OF

CLIVE DICK

THIRTY VETERANS and nonveterans were tested by the
GED battery of tests for hig!.
school diplomas at Eastern last
Friday and Saturday.
composed
of
The group was
teachers, ministers,
bookkeepers,
beauty operators, and . housewives.

PLUMBI'NG

AND

HEATING

Plumbing. Heating and
Sheet

Metal Work

TELEPHONE 295

wj

CAPPA-LEE FOOD MART

·

STAPLES AND FANCY
G ROCERIES - MEATS

LEE'S BARBER SHOP

FRESH FRUITS AND

Southwest corner of Square

708 Lincoln

Sq

Mi l k i n the New

VEGETABLES

4 BARBERS

Phone 2190

BIGGS

lmpoved Cream Top

Here ia a welcome surprise 1or
homemaker You can put four
uew quart space-sav ing milk
the same space required for
old-style round bottles Think
means to an overcrowded
Makes more space for meat.
other perishable food.
·

Montgomery
Cleaners

Quality Cleaning

7 41 Sixth St.

Under State Prog ram

THE MOTHERS of Delta Sigma

CLEANERS

DELIVERY SERVICE

60 Vets Take Trainin g

Mothe rs Tre a ted
At De lta Sig Te a

Leading archers for the week
are Jahala Foote, Virginia Wheel-

Phone 68

and

AL DANIELS and Jack 11
illustrious students on the
ern campus, in the future
less willing to give away
which is not
theirs
to
namely, Ike's ice cream.

And these new bottles .fit
hands of women and children.
slippery milk bottles, even if
•re wet or soapy -and the7

for

And also all the advan
old-style round Cream Top
the same bottle you can pour
whole milk for the children
golden cream so th ick it will
� 'Phone us for a dem0n
many advantages of this
bottle. A11 e:11clusive service ol

DELIVERY SERVICE
704 JACK SON

PHONE 456

N TH E chi
's track a!l
c back anc
e fire. This
;Maynard
turned
Pl'S collegE
turday a

•

of of the
w
e meet
a 12 point
and Gray
ept the lo
and pale

Pho

Fill Up With
VETI

Phillip . 66
OLIVER BELL
SERVICE STATION
• Lubrication and
Washing

• Tire Repairing and

c

Say it with Flowers

SE�

MAKE IT A HABIT !
Send lovely flowers
often !

"Come on, J ohnny. mother promised us Dentyne
Chewing Gum if we only sat through it once ! "

HELM'S

Sales

FLOWER SHOP

1 702 MADISON

Phone 39
WILL ROGERS BLDG.

Phone 697

National Mothers Day
May 9th

"Not even Frankie' Sw<ionatra could make me
mias Dentyne Chewing Gum ! That nifty flavor
really sends me- I mean it really does. And the
way Dentyne helps keep my teeth white, I wanta
turn on the old smile all the time."
Dentyne Gum - Made Only �Y Adams

,.

Cci
24 BOU:

am
s
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Makes Annual
1rds at Banquet
cream.

i n front of
e intrigue l
I a group of
�Y were so i :
> ys' welfare
aem that Ike
cream cone a
f their stol'J',
>rdered, and
�ream cones w;
!I.id for. Yeti

Amazons

Thinclods Away Saturday
Meet Northern at DeKalb

"''

:n AWARDS were made to
1tstanding members of the
's Athletic
association at
al WAA banquet held in
1teria May 6.

WITH FOUR dual ,triumphs i n five
meetings for the '48 season be

hind them, Coach Maynard "Pat"
O'Brien's cinde'r squad take to the
road this Saturday and .travel to
DeKalb where the Huskies of
Northern will provide the final
dual meet of the year in prepara
tion for the conference meet to be
held at
Carbondale
later
this
month.

'• awarded by Miss Betty
, WAA
sponsor,
were
lo Mrs. Albert Green, Nor
.e..-, Imogene Engel, Betty
.ola Fritts, Elizabeth Har
Kathleen Nelson,
Mary
outen, and Wilma
Win
rs. William Monier was
a white letter sweater.

It is hoped that Don Sullivan
and Don Johnson will be in shape
for the clash. Sullivan has been
nursing some bad tendons in his
knee that has forced him to the
sidelines
during
the
Southern,
Indiana State,
and
Ball · State
frays.

,. Monier was also given

·ear's Honor Award.

the dinner, toastmistress
Troesch
presided
over
1ning's program.

Johnsov has been having leg
trouble that has taken a lot of the
drive out of him. After coming up
with
double
victories
against
Millikin and Normal, the Charles
ton speedster has been able to
gather a third in century dash,
but that was against the tough
Southern Maroons.

was made to guests and

ing seniors of the depart

The guests were Dean
�h K. Lawson, Miss Mil
.organ, Mr. Clifford White,
lorence McAfee, Miss Betty
1, Miss Dorothy Hart, Miss
·ed Bally, and Miss Aline

RY Ho y, sop
C. Croo k were
t the annual c
t 3 p. m. Mon
·h scho ol. Miss
lied by Miss
.t the piano .
from my Win i
.ier
ged by D avis
>Ve with M e "
�voli
f the chorus
e . tradition al
idents of . c . n.s.

'Kibler
gave a comedy
"The Waltz," to start the
. Mr. Allan Corbin sang
I Have Sung My Song,"
ttle Gypsy Sweetheart,"
encore number "Because."
accompanied by Mary Jo

'i

Ernest

Stover spoke
1e Second Mile,'' a sum
of girl scout work.

Monier, retiring president
introduced the officers
'
1rts heads for the' coming
,e new officers are Esta
leeker, preside:dt; Kathleen
vice-prsident ; and
Mrs.
Hilderbrand,
secretaryheads
are
1r. Sports
·ew, hockey; Deva Kibler,
Betty Delariois, archery ;
Harrington, golf; Nancy
dern dance; Mary Patton,
.nee;
Dorothy
Troesch,
IMty Nance, basketball;
iBrandmayr, volleyball;
softball ;
Stombaugh,
�!mer, tumbling; Marion
k,
badminton;
D or i s
fencing ; and Mary Cole,
,] sports.
.mittee in charge of the
was
Estalene
Meeker,
aairman; Ruth Hilder
·ogram ;
Virginia
Bur
r.SIJ.enu ; and Elizabeth Har
llcorations.
·

,on LE

,..

velcome surpriae
You can put fou
pace-savin g milk
ace required ror t
nd bottles Think
n overcrowded t1el1
space for meat,,
able food.
.•
! new bottles fit
1men and children.
� bottles, even if
soap� -and the1
all the advan
md Cream Top
1ttle you can pour
for the children t
m so thick il will

•

•

Top Boll State

irs

Dual Meet
'l'HE chips are down East
lrack and field squad can
�ck and pull a meet out
�. This was proved when
.ynard
O'Brien's
thinBall
State
1med back
ii:>llege, 68 1-3 to 62 2-3
lay at Trojan fieJd.

t

of the pudding came late
1eet when the visitors
int advantage, but the
ray harriers practical
e low hurdles, high
:11! p ate vault to sew up ·

8)

. . . dressed to kill

,

etc. etc."

.

Zach Taylor, manager, Browns,

The Dope Sheet

"I got plenty of nothin' and noth

YOU NG KLU G PRESE RVES NOTEABLE

•

QU OTES' F O R BASE BALL POSTER ITY
8 Young Arthur Klug is once
again the author of this col
umn, and without apologies.
Young Klug
has obviously
got the fever . that attacks
great numbers of college lads
about this time of year,
n a m e ly, Socializedbaseballi
tizence. The disease comes
from
listening
to
Gabby
Street, reading social science
books, and consuming great
quantities of Ike's maple nut
ice cream all at the same time.
And se without adieu we pre
sent Young Klug's disserta
tion on the great national
pastime, without comment by
REZ.
-Jack
THE FOLLO WING remarks were
taken down verbatim in a com

prehensive survey made by your
correspondent of the attitudes of
the principal figures of the base
ball front. Al.though non-national
pastime lovers will be aghast at
the
following
gibberish
it
is
this sort of garbage that we · fans
"eat up."

This piece is called "In Memor
iam" and is dedicated to my dear
friends Bill Green and Winston
Churchill, without whose assist
and and patience this research
volume would never have been

We a re Buying Clean
Used Cars
l\1ontgoDlery

\Vard

completed.

This is volume 16 of the 24 vol
ume set. The book precedif!g this
is entitled "D issertations of Mel
ancholy" and the one directly suc
ceeding it is, "Thoughts Composed
While Riding Through a Liberian
Leper Colony." This is what the
participants �ave to say.

Leo Durocher, manager of
the
Brooklyn
Dodgers,
··1
shall endeavor to correct the
mistaken notion harbored in
many baseball fans' minds
that I am in any way a detri
ment or discredit to the na
tional pastime."

Joe McCarthy, "Ted Williams is
the greates,t hitter in baseball."

f

Poet lau eate Joe Dimaggio of
New York who has written a book,
"Out of the Squalor and Slime of
Francisco
this
Desolate
San
Fishing Area Rose the Figure of
a Man Destined for Greatness in a
Yankee Uniform." "Ted Williams
is the greatest hitter in baseball."
Joe Louis, "Ted Williams is etc.
etc."
Ted

Williams,

"Ted

Williams

'-��)'
"'
NEW RU BBER fi£ELS
5;1Y.L \\FOOT

S K I DSg

Watch your heels! Re-heeling saves
sho es, p revents a c c i d e nts, k e e p s

Tires

rub bers and overshoes from br�
ing. Replace runover heels today.

and Batteries for Sale

SHOE

CAB

Call 61

Johnny Mize, now playing for
Binghampton in the three I Lea
gue, "Goodness Gracious."
Buck Newson,
Giant
pitcher,
"We'll take the series
in
four
straight."

· Manager Phillip K. Wrig
ley, owner of Chicago Cubs,
who has just given Waitkus,
Simtz, Pafko, Jeffcoat and
$100,000 to St. Louis for
Terry Moore and. two pair of
gloves belonging
to Marty
Marion, "Have a
stick
of
gum."

Large

William

Nicholson

and out-of-town
service

you ?
page

NEW
Plastic Crib S m ooth-Fit

con-

SENSINTAFFER
MARKET

MATTRESS COVERS
\Vith Side-Zipper Closing
\Vhite-Pink-Blue
A perfect mattress protect
or-keeps baby's crib fresh and
immaculate all the time. Zips
on and off in a jiffy. Top qual
ity plastic-wol).'t split, peel,
crack or stick. A cinch to keep
clean.
WATERPROOF !
DUSTPROOF
SAN ITARY !
WASHABLE !
·

For Your Picnic
PAPER PLATES, CUPS,
FORKS, SPOONS, NAPKINS
VARIETY OF COLD MEATS
HOME-MADE POTATO
SALAD
HOT DOGS, PICKLES,
OLIVES
ICE CREAM CUPS & BARS
LARGE SELECTION OF
COOKIES AND CAKES
COLD DRINKS

*

KIDDYLAND

Open Sunday
8 :00 a. m. to 6 :30 p. m.
Week Days
7 :00 a. m. to 7.:00 p. m.

BERNICE OLDANI

CORNER THIRD & PIERCE "
PHONE 136

4TH AND LINCOLN

NEW 1 948 STYLE

Swim Suits

•

•

•

WATCH THIS SPACE

Elasticized Satin, Rayon Sharkskin--one or two piece

-COURTEOUS

Which student type are
See "DePauw
Professor"
three.

We'll have a
New Store

For Early Bird Shoppers

$6. 95

In concluding, I can think of no
more fitting remark than that
made by our late great President
and No. 1 baseball fan, Abraham
Lincoln, whose
immortal
words
are as meaningful today as they
were during the War of Independ
ence. "I will sacrifice any part of
the National Pastime to save the
whole of it and I will sacrifice the
whole of it to save any part of it
but I will not sacrifice when two
men are out unless the runner is
on third."

PHOTO FANS

JUST ARRIVED !
,TERAN'S

Hall "Rube" Hubbard, "replac
ing Big Jawn Mize at first for the
Giants, "Whadda ya mean does
Kiner worry
me ?
What
was
Ruth's record, 50 ? "

·

S HOP

605 So. 7th Street

VETERAN OWNED AND
OPERATED

Across from Post Office
Charleston, Illinois

Lou Boudreau, Shortstop-manager of Cleveland, "There are no
second division ball clubs; there
are on1',r shortstop-managers with
large mouths."

tributed this significant remark
to
the
baseball
bull
session,
" Swish."

REEDER' S

THUDIUM MOTORS
DeSoto
Plymouth
Phone 234

in's plenty for me."

It the two vertebraes in the
backbone of the Blue and Gray
harriers can come around, the head
man can breathe much easier for
the big show at Carbondale.

*

up

Al exa n d e r ' s

•

T H E C A M E R A S HO P
706 JACKSON ST.

CHARLESTON, ILL.

Wednesday, May
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Cousin

DeMoulin Pitches Bl ue and Gray to llAC Lead

Whitson Spells
News for Easte

With 3-1 Victory Over Tou gh Western Sq uad
A BRILLIANT 3 hit, 1 run pitching performance by ex-basket
baller Ray DeMoulin led Eastern
to a 3- 1 diamond triumph over
Western's Leathernecks last Sat
urday. The
victory
also
eased
Eastern into the IIAC lead while
Macomb dropped into second with
a 2-1 record. Eastern's ccnierence
record now reads 3 wins against
one loss.
DeMoulin has now pitched two
complete games without allowing
' a single earned run. He not only
held
the
opponents
to
three
scattered singles but decidedly en
hanced his performance by strik
ing out 13 men or in other words
attending to almost one-half the
putouts himself.
ffester n's
fourth
inning
score came after DeMoulin
had registered
fifth
his
strikeout to start the inning.
Lewis singled just in front of
Seymour in center and took
second when Seymour juggled
the ball. As Lewis stole third,
Gray, Eastern's catcher,· fired
the ball into left field · allow
ing Western's only run to
cross . the
plate. DeMoulin
showed hQw rattled he was by
the poor support, striking
out Landis and forcing the
great Mixer to pop out.

Eastern had drawn first blood in
their initial time at bat. After
Glad flew out Crum reached first
on an error. Slavikoski made it
two out on a fly ball to left, but
third
baseman
Whitson
came
through with a long blast over the
left fielder's · head that went for
a ground rule double and scored
"Cracker" Crum.
After Western tied the score
in the first of the fourth, EI rush
ed back into the
lead on the
strength
of
Gray's
perfectly
timed single. The inning began
with Whitson flying out. Sey
mour's walk was followed by· a
single by Haworth. The runners
took second and third on a wild
throw in.
Benoche
struck
out
damping Eastern's hopes consi
derably, but Gray stepped up and
drilled a line drive single into
right field, knocking in the two
runs that meant the ball game.
Eastern threatened in only one
other inning, the sixth, when with
two out
Haworth
slapped
his
second single into left field and
Benoche followed through with a
double to center. This brought
Gray to the plate in a situation
exactly duplicating
the
setting
prior to his fourth inning heroics.
However the shade of Lavagetto
was upon him and he bounced out
to the pitcher.

only
Western's
serious
threat to disturb the even
tenor of DeMoulin's occurred
in the seventh when, with one
out,
H aworth
dropped
a

tricky liner by Wilson and B.
Jones, batting
for
Inkster,
dropped a fly ball single just
inside the right field foul
line. Haworth made a desper
ate effort to reach the ball but
after crossing several hills.
and valleys, and fording an
icy mountain stream he found
himself still a half league
from the ball. Now with two
on and one out DeMoulin
forced Donnely to fly to Sey
mour, and Smith to pop to
Whitson, thus quickly eras
ing the threat to mar his
earned run record.

Op posi�g Pitch
H O T CORNER ,guard and
man at the plate means
·thing at Eastern-Jack

•

Batting in the cleanup
Whitson has added a gr
to the placing of Coach Ch
Lantz's nine in the un
lead of the Illinois In
giate Athletic conference.

Doffing a career in
ball, Whitson has built up
enviable record with the P

Smith of Western pitched an
excellent game, suffering as did
DeMoulin, from occasionally slop
py support and from the natural
temerity of his
outfielders who
could never know when they might
disappear in a quagmire as they
chased fly balls. Smith allowed
6 hits, struck out one and walked
2. DeMoulin allowed 3 hits, struck
out 13, and walked 4.

Prior to
the
Illinois
game Jack stepped to the
30 times and slammed 17
many for extra bases, for
average . .

Facing conference pi
13 times he has dri ve n
bingles safely for the b
lea d of the IIAC with a
.615.

·

Probably his most unique
ing with the Panthers was
Illinois Wesleyan when he
the outfield twice on w
singles and streched both
four baggers to bolster
14 to 8 victory.
Hailing from Westfie
son brought a past reco
first year at Eastern whi
seldom be matched.
While stationed at
Go rdan , Ga. Jack gr ab
the batting champions
topping all others wi'

The game was played on
a
chilly, overcast day with a shift
ing wind making fly balls es
pecially hard to judge. The poor
weather made the splendid per
formance of the pitchers even
more remarkable.
In spite of comments to the con
trary, the baseball fieid ls im
proving as .the rain and sun bake
the
infield into
a reasonably
smooth diamond. Scouts will be
sent after any outfielder who does
not return from his position within
3 days time.
•
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0
1
0
0
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Eastern
Glad lb
Crum, ss
Slavikoski, 2b
Whitson, 3b
Seymour, cf
Haworth, rf
Benoche, If
Gray, c
DeMoulin, p
Totals

Western
McClure, rf
Lewis, If
Dandis, 3b
Mixer, c
F. Jones, lb
Wilson, ss
Inkster, cf
Donnelly, 2b
Smith, p
xB. Jones
xxBrungi
xxxMarini
Totals

�
ll

.465 showing.

Jack Whitson
. . . for opposing chuckers

Panthers Top Ball State
I n Close Dua I Meet

( Continued from page 7)
t he afternoon's entertainment.
Neal

Hudson,

LeeRoy

LaRose,

and Wilburn Hanks carried the
brunt of the Panther attack, do
ing all that could be asked of a
man.

Hudson took first in the broad
jump, and tied for first in the
pole vault and high jump. Hanks
swept both timber events, and La
Rose brought home firsts in the
shot put and discus. Gunner has
yet to taste defeat in the shot in
his three years of college compe
tition.

Highlights of the day were the
feats of Dick Spillers and Wil
burn Hanks. The flashy Brazil,
Ind. star set a new school record
in the half-mile, as he stepped i t
off in 2 :02.7. The old record, set
by Eldon
Long
in
1940, was

2 : 03.6

Hanks also set a new school rec
ord in the low hurdles, .when he
hit the tape at 25.6. The old rec
ord was set by Young in 1938,
when he was timed in 25.8.
Top men .for Ball

State

were

Working with Milwauklll
ers of the American ass
he clipped off a neat .
equaled This record in the
league at Greenville, S. C.
In preparation for the
Jack is majoring
in In
Arts and minoring in PE.
Charlie Hilton and Georglll
Hilton won both qashee
chored the winning rela
· which set a new record
losers. Brown came thro
the mile and two-mile runs.

GATES BARB E R

Mile-Brown ( B S ) , ' fi
ford ( B S ) , second ; Wisem
third. Time : 4 :35.1.
·
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FREE I
Ro ger s

PHO

SHOP

AUTHORl

Will Rogers Theater Bd.
Offer

gives

The final touch of luxury, good looL,
•

eD
lri

0

0

for va c a t i o n e a s e . �
•

agai
der sqm
mmed :
lquad 68 to
around in
, May 5.

0

x Singled to right for Inkster
in the second.
xx Replaced Mixer in the fifth.
xxxStruck out for Landis in ,the
eighth.

comfort for your vacation

BA

eat

Summary :
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a pair o f smartly-styled Daniel Green

Her skin glows with clean,

slippers. ! Come in and

young freshness . . . because Du Barry

select a pair today!

Cleansing Cream softens as it
seeks out Imperceptible · dirt and
g rime. Prove it to yourself!

I

·�&S'J'
Dt1ni1I Grttn mu Sliinntr's famous rayon satin and
1h1 .Amtri,an 'F1l1 Company's fine woolfelts

INYART'S BROWNbill SHOE STORE
North Side Square

��

WAT C H B R AC E L E T
W I T H T H E S C U L P T U R E D - C U R VE

H a n f ls J e w e l ry

Phone 256
West Side Square
and Satisfaction
Your Assurance of Quality

Cleansing Cream by

J(i'.cliaJ.,.

TOI LET R I E S

Owl Walgreen Agen

EAST SIDE SQUARE

4th

ay, May 1 2, 1948

p e l ls
Ea ste r
Pitche
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their

came through in
hurdles, and took
in the lows.

against
Southern's
squad, Eastern's har
limmed a tough Indiana
·ll!uad 68 to 63, on the losers'
und in Terre Haute Wed
' May 5.

tlnder

c·
Illinois
>ped. to the
17
.ammed
bases, for a
ference pitch•
1 as driven ei
for the bat
l A C with a h
most uniqu e
nther s was a
he
an when
wice on Wfl
both
reched
o bolster Eas·
W estfiel�
past record for1
Eastern whic�
tched.
Ca
at
;ioned
Jack grab
champions
others
wi
1

1

and George
Joth dashes an1
winning rela)1
new record fo:
n came thro
two-mile runs.

MARKING THEIR fifth win in
. eight starts, Eastern dumped
the powerful Illinois college nine
5 to 3 last Thursday on the Jack
sonville diamond.

the high
a second

Leading the
CCI
conference
with six wins, the defeat from
the Panthers marked the first
set-back of, the season for the
Jacksonville squad.

Two records ·were set in the
same event. State set a new relay
record, winning in 3 :28.7. East
ern's second place run was a rec
ord for the home quartet, who
.
were timed in 3 :3 1.4.
Summary :

lro
e

Blue and Gray thin
slarnmed in four events,
iii: the . two mile, high
In, shot put, and discus.
Coach Maynard · "Pat"
iitn'� proteges
perform
the state meet later in the
U1 at Carbondale, East
will hav.e
a conference

DeBouck aided his own cause
with two hits from three times
at the plate. On both occasions
he. completed the trip to tally
two Panthers ' scores.

440-yard run-Kinney ( I ) , first;
Waren ( E ) , second; McGill ( I ) ,
third. Time : .50.

11sl! of the day was the
of Dick McCulloch, who
the two mile jog under his
l0 :34.1. Trailing him were
llarr and Bill Monier in that

100-yard dash-Rice ( I ) , first;
Malloy ( I ) , second; Sheets ( E ) ,
thrrd. Time : 10.3.
100-yard high
hurdles-Hanks
( E ) , first;
Klay
(E),
second ;
Logan ( E ) , third. Time : 16.9.
880-yard run-Scott ( I ) , first;
Roosevelt
(E),
second; Hargis
( E ) , third. Time 2 :01.5 . .
(I),
220-yard
dash-Malloy
first; Rice ( I ) , second; Sheets ( E ) ,
third. Time : 22.6.
Two-mile run-McCulloch ( E ) ,
first; Barr ( E ) , second ; Monier
( E ) , third. Time : 10 :34.1.
220-yard low hurdles-Kenney
( I ) , first;
Hanks
( E) ,
second;
Klette ( E ) , third. Time : 24.5.
Pole vault-Hudson ( E ) , first;
Briscoe ( I ) , second; tie for third
between Perry ( E ) , Carrigan ( E ) ,
and Ghere ( E ) . Height : ll'i6'.
. High jump-Shaeffer ( I ) , first;
tie for second and third betwe'\n
Hudson ( E ) , Cohen
(I),
True
( I ) , and Jones ( I ) . Height: 5"11".
Shot put-LaRose (E;i), first;
Hedden ( E ) , second; Sullivan ( E ) ,

1ie Waren ran one of the
quarter
mile
races
recorded by an Eastern
man, as he stepped off
lling distance in 5 1.9.
er, , Ken Kinney of the
fl!'es
ran
the
same
in 50 seconds flat.

li
i

Hudson's
injured
foot
to bother him, as he
rough
with
the
only
for the locals, taking
vault and the broad jump.
�l' great was not satisfied
ose two wins, but tied for
in the high jump. A lot
ll!S would be satisfied with
l!ss, and competing on two
seem

l
11rin

was expected, LeeRoy
. came home with anfirst in the shot put, al
his toss was nearly
feet shy of the . record
, g toss he made against
Wilburn H a n k s

. . . for conference meet
third. Distance : 46'1".
Discus-Gross ( E ) , first; La
Rose ( E ) , second; Sedgwick ( E ) ,"
third. Distance : 122'6 1h ".
(I),
first;
Javeline---Mann
Sullivan ( E, ) , second; Brammel
( I ) , third. Distance: 171'11h ".
Broad jump-Hudson ( E ) , first;
Dickerson• ( I ) , second ; Cohen ( I ) ,
third. Distance : 20'9 % ".
Miie relay-Won
by
Indiana
State ( Malloy,
Clarke,
McGill,

Theatre

Theatre

Beg Your Pardon !
GRADUATE NURSES are needed
at the Charleston hospital now,
not for summer
only,
as
was
stated in last week's New�.
Call the hospital, 175, and ask
for Miss Bailey for further in
formation.
Kinney)

Theatre

Time :

Theatre

1111 LI N COLN 1111
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

All orders given special

3 :28.7.

Theatre

Keeping their percentage for
knocking pitchers from the box,
Eastern sent Gregory and Phelps
to the showers- as Maynard finish
ed the game.
Jack
Haworth
Earl
and
Benoche helped DeBouck lead the
Panther onslaught with two hits
each. Rex Whitson and Bill Crum'
who boast the fattest overages
on the team, each hit safely only
once during the seven frames.

Go to Iris Pro m
Attend the annual all
school
"Iris
Prom"
next
Wednesday
evening. It is one of the featured
social · activities of the year.

Theatre

Theatre

Theatre

WI LL ROGERS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Double Feature

Attention

*

KEITH'S BAKERY Phone 414

Bldg.
PHONE 156

•

plus

HQ PALONG

McA RTHU R MOTOR SALES

CASSI DY

*

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Continuous Sunday From

In
DEALER

f)ffer

CREAM

,)
"' ,? look . . .

2 :00
·

. .·.·-::��

"'TRAIL DUST"
Adm : 16c & 35c

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
The Following Services

*

1. WRECKER SERVICE
2. ALEMITE LUBRICATION

SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.

a: ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCING
4. MOTOR REBUILDING

Continuous

Sunday from

2 :00

5. GENUINE FORD PARTS
_ ,,_

irry
�

�

�,, , , ,
�
�'.l\�

1 .00
plus I

For a Better
ICE CREAM

Boris KARLOFF
Fay BAINTER
Ann RUTHERFORD ·
-' The
Goldwyn Girls

Stop At Your

PRAIRIE FARMS
D A I R Y- B A R

Laraine

D AY

*
Distributor of

*

P RAIRIE FARMS MILK

TUES.-WED..

and

Ag en

with
Sir Cedric
HARDWICKE
Judith
ANDERSO N

ROSZELLS SEAL TEST
ICE C REAM
4th Street

Phone 2311

·

Jules DeBouck started on the
mound for Eastern and went the
route until the game was called
in the seventh. The remainder of
the game was raine�-out.

Mile run-Rimmel
( I ) , first;
Hargis ( E ) , second; Spillers ( E ) ,
third. Time : 4.47.

•leet.

I

Over Jacksonville

-63 in Closest Meet of Year
from

cleanup pos:
led a great
Coach Char·
, the undis·
Inte
linois
inference.

Panthers Win 5-3

Plotting

dermen Edge Indiana · State

_t;(,�
1.1 •

· ;;

BETTE DAVIS
In

"JEZEBEL"
r

·

Wednesday, May
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Fisher Wins Feature

In Midget Inaugural
BYRON FISHER
feature
County

event

captured
in

Speedway

the

the
Coles

inaugural

in

what proved to be only

one

many firsts during

evening.

the

of

It was Fisher's first appearance
at the local track, he ran in the
first race, but was bumped and
spun out. He came back to take
·first in the third heat race, and
started in the first spot in the
feature. He led all qualifiers with
a

14.62 lap which was

only

.11

off the track record.

Sharing the spotlight with
Fisher was Gus Klingbiel an
other newcomer to the Coles
county oval. Klingbiel cap
tured the first heat race over
a fast field, won the helmet
dash, and finished in the
second spot in the feature.
Ben Harleman won the second
heat event and scored a third in
the handicap and in the feature.
Elmer Noeth, last year's high
point man, drove
the
Mathias
Offy to third in the first heat
race and eighth in the feature
event.
Frank · Bennel of Tulsa · took
first in the fourth heat race and
then went on to capture the semi
feature. Bennel drove a 'V8-60.
Stan Smith, one of last year's
favorites, sat in the press box.
Stan was injured two weeks ago
in a spill at the Macon track.

Forum to Elect Officers
At Picnic Tomorrow
SOCIAL
cers

SCIENCE

will

be

Forum

elected

offi-

��nthers Top Bal l State
I n Close Dual Meet
( Continued from page 8 )
440-yard
run-Randall
( BS ) ,
first, Briggs ( E ) , second; Waren
( E ) , third. Time : 50.9.
Shot put-LaRose
( E ) , first;
King X B S ) , second ; Hedden ( E ) ,
third. Distance: 45' % ". ·
100-yard dash-Hilton
( BS ) ,
first; Sheets ( E ) , second; Shy
rock ( B S ) , third. Time : 10.4.
120-yard high. hurdles-Hanks
( E ) , first; Powell ( B S ) , second;
Klay ( E ) , third. Time : 16.2.
Javelin-Sullivan
(E),
first;
Murphy ( B S ) ,
second ;
Roberts
( B S ) , third. Distance : 163'7".
880-yard
run-Spillers
(E),
(BS),
second ;
first;
Martin
Stairs ( BS ) , third. Time : 2 : 02.7.
220-yard
da1;h-Hilton
(BS),
first; Sheets ( E ) , second; Shy
rock ( B S ) , third. Time 22.6.
Broad jump-Hudson { E ) , first;
Thacker ( B S ) ,
second;
Hilder
brand ( E ) , third. Distance : 2 1'5".
Two mile -Brown ( B S ) , first;
Swinford ( B S ) , second; Barr ( E ) ,
third. Time : 10 : 15.
220-yard low hurdles-Hanks
( E ) , first; Klette
(E),
second;
Edwards ( BS ) , third. Time : 25.6.
High jump-Tie for first be
tween Hudson ( E ) ,
and
Ghere
( E ) ; tie for third between Ken
nedy
( BS ) , and
Smith
(BS).
Height: 5'8".
Pole vault-Tie for first
be
tween Hudson ( E ) ,
and
Perry
( E ) ; tie for third between Carri
gan ( E ) , Price ( B S ) , ahd Thack
er ( BS ) . Height : 10'7'.
Discus-LaRose
(E),
first;
King ( B S ) , second; Murphy ( BS ) ,
third. Distance : 124'10".
Mile relay-Won by Ball State
( Randall, Wallace, Redding, Hil
·
ton ) . Time : 3 : 27.4.

tomorrow

THE
EXECUTIVE
Secretary,
Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex
aminers for the Department of
Agriculture, 623
North
Second
street, Milwaukee
3, Wisconsin,
has announced that applications
will be accepted at that office un
til further notice for positions as
meat inspectors, livestock inspec
tors, and virus-serum inspectors
in the Bureau of Animal Indus
try.

In addition to certain experience
requirements, all applicants will
be given a written test.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained from
the Executive Secretary at the
above address; Director, Seventh
U. S. Civil Service region, New
Post Office building, Chicago 7 ;
Director, Sixth U. S . Civil Ser
vice region, Post Office and Court
House building, Cincinnati 2, Ohio ;
or the Secretary, Board of U; S.
Civil Service Examiners at
any

These . · positions pay initial
salaries of $2168 a year, with
periodic increases for satis
factory work until the maxi-

"No

OT H E R
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A PA R A M O U N T P I C T U R E

•

Tires
Batteries
Gulf Pride Motor Oil '
Wheel Balancing

Washing
Lubrication
Good Gulf Gasoline

6th and Jackson St.

THE HOME OF THE

HAMBURGER

HARMON & WEAVER
Gulf Service Station

"BUY 'EM B Y THE SACK"
You'll like 'em the
way we fry 'em

Lincoln At 1 1th
Phone 330 .

Open 6 :00 A. M. to 12 :00 P. M.

ID EAL BAKERY
Bread

-

·

C U R R E N TLY S T A R R I N G I N

"TH E B I G C LO C K"

I N N

Rolls

Pastries

WHY. . . I smoke Chesterfield

( FROM A

SERIES OF STATEME NTS BY PROM I N ENT TOBACCO fARMERS

Liggett & Myers buy top quality cigarette tobacco
and pay top prices for it
nobody will average
paying more than they do year in and year out.
•

PHONE 1 500

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

.

..

I've been smoking Chesterfields ever since I've
been smoking. I just like them
they have real
tobacco flavor.
•

.

THE NEW TWO-TONE

REMINGTON
DELUXE PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER
$79.50

with case

Conve �ient Terme

*

KING BROS. Book and Stationery Store
The Shop for Thoughtful Gifts
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Snappy Service

THE EXECUTIVE Sec
the board of U. S. Civil
Examiners for the Depar
Agriculture, 623 N. Seconi
Milwaukee 3, Wis. annou
day that applications will
cepted at that office un
19th, 1948, for trainee
in the soil conservatiol
the vacancies for soil
tionist ( trainee) positio�
· cated
in the states of
Michigan, Wisconsin, 0 ·
Indiana.

ic will be pr<
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uate of the
, had a ver3
at Champaig
ice.

The group will leave the Main
building at 5 : 15 p. m.

Welcome College
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from whem
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W

evening at a Forum picnic at Fex
Ridge. The topic for discussion
has not been announced.

mum salary 'of $2619 a year
is reached. The vacancies are
in the states of Illinois, In
diana, Kentucky, Michigan,
Ohio and Wisconsin.

US CCC To Hold Exams
For Ag Inspectors
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